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When material in a bounded region is undergoing an exothermic reaction, the 
temperature, under the assumption of a steady state, satisfies a nonlinear elliptic 
boundary value problem which can be ill posed. In this article the existence of 
generalised and classical solutions of these mildly nonlinear elliptic boundary value 
problems is shown by using variational methods. The work is motivated by, and 
generalises, the results given in Levinson (J. Math. Mech 12 (1963). 567-575; 
Arch. Rational Mech. Anal. 11 (1962), 258-272) for special cases of these 
equations in two dimensions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The following boundary value problem arises in the study of nonlinear 
heat generation (in the steady state): 
Lu =f(x, u), x = (x, , x2 ,...) x,) E Q, (1.1) 
u = 0, XEiX2, (1.2) 
where L is the real, uniformly elliptic, second-order operator 
(1.3) 
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and R is a bounded open domain in IF;” with closure fi and boundary ?1R = 
5 - 0 E C’. The coefficient functions of L satisfy. for 1 < i, j < II. 
r 
uii, 2, a, E C”(D) 
-1 
for some a > 0, 
Uij(X) = czji(X), for all .Y E a. (1.5) 
and, for all x E Q and (Y, , Y2 ,..., Y,) E IR”, 
for some 0 > 0. (1.6) 
Here u is a variable related to the temperature. 
The purpose of this article is to establish the existence of both classical 
and generalised solutions of (l.l), (1.2) subject to the major condition 
limsupf(X’U)O 
I#-5 u 
uniformly in x E Q. Here a variational approach is used as in Levinson 
[S, 61. This approach has not been as common as monotone iteration 
schemes and yet is just as effective. The left-hand side of (1.7) need not be 
finite. This includes the case when f does not depend on U, and (1.1) reduces 
to a linear equation, and the case when f is bounded, which is treated in 
Keller and Cohen [3]. Some condition like (1.7) is necessary if (l.l), (1.2) is 
to have a solution. Indeed, iff(x, U) = Au + g(x), where A is an eigenvalue of 
the operator Y’ with homogeneous boundary conditions, then ( 1. 1 ), (1.2) has 
no solution unless g is orthogonal to the corresponding eigenfunction. 
Equation (1.7) implies there exists a nonincreasing function 9: R ’ + R ’ 
such that q(u) + 0 as u + co and, for all x E R and sufftciently large ] u 1, 
Before presenting the main result, it is convenient to introduce some 
notation. ( , ) will denote the scalar product in L*(R) and 11 II,, I/ \I2 the norms 
in L’(Q) and L’(R), respectively. Then HA is the completion of C:(0) in 
the norm 
ll4llw = /j* (w2 + ;, (g)* ) ffx 1 “2) 1 
(1.9) 
and H’(Q) the completion of C’(a) in the norm whose square is given by 
_ 
J ( n (4)2+i+F, 
+ (-y’+ i$ (y&j’, dx. ax. 
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Obviously, only real-valued functions are involved here. Then H@2) and 
H’(0) are examples of Sobolev spaces. (The reader is referred to Adams [ 1 ] 
for a detailed treatment of their theory.) It is known that g E H,#2) implies 
g and its first-order generalised erivatives, denoted by LJi g (1 < i < n), are 
elements of L*(a). We now state our main result. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose f E C(fi x R) satisfies: 
(H. 1) There exists k > 0 such that, for all x E I2 and u, u E R. 
I f(-K, u) -f(x, v>l < k I u - L’ I. 
(H.2) There exists V > 0, and a monotone decreasing function 
q: R +--FIR+ such that n(u) -+ 0 as v + 00 and, for ah x E fi and 1 v I> V, 
f (x, u)Iu < v(I t’l). (1.10) 
Then there is a generalised solution of (l.l), (1.2), that is, there exists 
u E H#2) such that, for all 4 E C?(Q), ai4 = @/ax,, 
e (aijaju, ai#) + (a,u, 4) = (f ( ’ 1 u)v 4). (1.11) 
i.j= I 
(The reason for this definition of a generalised solution can be found in 
Friedman [2, Chap. 131.) 
Suppose, now, that (H. 1) is replaced by: 
(H. 1’) for all c > 0, there exists k(c) > 0 such that, if x E R and I u 1, 
I v ( < c, then If (x, u) -f (x, v)l < k(c)1 u - u I, and 
(H.3) there exists k’ > 0 such that, for all x, y E R and v E R, 
If(x,V)-f(p,v)(~k’I-~-4’la. 
Then there is a classical solution of (1. l), (1.2), that is, there exists 
u E C’(Q) f-l C(fi) such that 
Lu=f(x,u) for xER and u =0 on XI. 
Furthermore, any such solution is bounded by a constant depending only on 
n, L, and J2, but not explicitly on J: Finally, tf in addition, 
(H.4) f (x, u) > 0 (<0) for all x E Q, 
then there exists a positive (negative) classical solution of ( 1. 1 ), (1.2). In this 
case, f automatically satisfies the hypothesis (H.2) for negative (positive) 
values of its second argument. 
It is worth remarking that, in establishing the existence of a function 
u E H#2) satisfying (1.1 l), we shall need only that the coefficient functions 
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of L be essentially bounded (to ensure that the bilinear form D to be defined 
is continuous) and satisfy (1.5), (1.6) almost everywhere. In this case, L 
ceases to be a classical differential operator and becomes merely a formal 
expression. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is long, and is consequently divided into sections, 
each of which has a specific aim. The generalised form of the result is proved 
by appealing to the ideas contained in the calculus of variations. Indeed, the 
formal Euler-Lagrange equation of the functional E to be defined is the 
system (l.l), (1.2). The classical form is then deduced from the generalised 
case by using known results in the theory of the linear Dirichlet problem. 
2. MAIN EXISTENCE THEOREM 
In this section, we shall prove the generalised form of Theorem 1. We 
suppose, until further notice, that (H.1) and (H.2) are satisfied, and define a 
bilinear form on HA(R), 
For convenience, we denote the associated quadratic form by D also, 
Since the coeflicient functions of L are bounded, D is continuous and 
bounded both as a bilinear and quadratic form on HA(R), if we write, for 
uE R, 
F(x, u) = 2 1; j-(x, z) dz, (2.3) 
then the functional Y’(Q) + Ip defined by v/ w J’R F(x, v(x)) d.u is 
continuous (by (H. 1)), and consequently so is E : Hi(Q) + R given by 
E(P) = D(P) -j W, P(X)) dx. 
0 
(2.4) 
As previously remarked, the formal Euler-Lagrange equation of E is the 
system (1. 1 ), (1.2), and this suggests we seek solutions of the nonlinear 
Dirichlet problem as stationary values of E. Indeed, we shall prove the 
existence of a function u E H&Q) which is a global minimum for E. 
LEMMA 2.1. Here, E is bounded below on HA(R), that is, there exists a 
constant K such that E(4) > K for all IJI E H#l). 
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Proof: Since E is continuous and C?(0) is dense in ZY@), it suffices to 
prove E is bounded below on Cr(,t2). 
By Friedrich’s inequality (see, for example, Adams [l]), there exists a 
constant C, depending only on f2, such that for all 4 E C?(Q), 
The uniform ellipticity (1.6) of L ensures that, if 9 E C?(Q) and x E Q, 
+ A!- 2(x)4$,$ uij(x,g(x)g(x), 
( ) p, axi I.J- 1 I J 
whence, integrating over x E R, using (2.5) and a, > 0 (1.5) there follows 
I v’(x) dx < $ WP) for all v, E C:(Q). (2.6 1 R 
Since n(v) + 0 as u + co, there exists V, 2 V such that 





R If(r,O)ld~fC,kV:I, (2.8) 
where k is the coefficient of uniform Lipschitz continuity offgiven in (H.l) 
and C, is the Lebesgue measure of R. Note that the conditionfE C(fi x R) 
ensures that Jn If(x, 0)] d x is finite. We shall show K is a lower bound for E 
on C?(n). 
To this end, suppose v E C?(Q). Then, for each x E R, one of the 
following must hold: 
I vJ(x)l < v, 7 v(x) > v, 7 v(x) < -v, * 
It is convenient o treat each of these possibilities in turn. Note first that 
(H. 1) shows, for all x E Q and z E R, 
If@, z)l < If(x, 011 + k 1~1. 
Case 1 (I v(x)1 Q VI). 
F(x, y/(x)) = 2 j-“‘x’f(x, z) dz 
0 
< 2V,(f(x,O)( + kf’: by (2.9). 
(2.9) 
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Case 2 (w(x) > V,). 
F-(X, w(x)) =2 1 j-(x, z> dz 
-0 
= 2 j;~‘f(x, z) dz + 2 j;‘-“f(x, z) dz 
I 
< 2 V, 1 j-(x, O)( + k V; + 2 I’“(x’f(x, z) dz 
“I’, 
by (2.9). 
Equation (1.10) shows, however, that for z > V, , f(x, z)/z < q(z) < q( V, ) 
since q is decreasing. Consequently, if z > V,, f(x, z) < q(V,) z and we 
conclude 
6x, w(x)) ,< 2v, / J-(x, 011 + kV: + MV,) j;‘x’ z dz 
I 
< 2v, Ifk 011 + kc + rl(V,) v’(x). 
Case 3 (v(x) < -I’,). This case is treated in precisely the same manner 
as the previous, and results in the same conclusion. 
Thus, in all three cases (or, equivalently, for all x E 52), 
w-3 v(x)) < 2v, IAX, O)l + kc + v(V,) w’(x). 
Hence, by integration 
( F(x,yl(x))dx<2v,j lf(x,o)ldx+C,kV:+rl(V,)j v’(-Wx -0 n 0 
< -K + ;D(w) 
by (2.6~(2.8). There follows 
E(v) = D(v) - [ f+, v(x)) dx > fWw) + K, 
” 0 
which completes the proof since II(y/) is clearly nonnegative, by (1.6). 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARYOFTHEPROOF. We have 
D(v) G W(v) - K) (2.10) 
for all w E HA(R), where K, given by (2.8), does not depend on v/. 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that the range of E is a nonempty subset of li’ 
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which is bounded below. The completeness of the space of real numbers 
therefore ensures the existence of 
,U = inf (E(#): d E H#2)) > K. 
Consequently, there is a sequence {#m}zXI in C?(n) such that 
lim m+oO E(d,) = P, and we may assume, without loss of generality, that 
Wm)<P+ 1 for m = 1, 2, 3 ,.... 
The next thing to be considered is the existence of lim m-m In, a, w1 
be a candidate for the generalised solution sought. Rellich’s 
(Adams [ 11) establishes the convergence of a subsequence of (0, 





LEMMA 2.2. The sequence {#,,,},“=, is bounded in HA(R). 
Proof: By (1.6) we have, for each x E Ll and m = 1, 2, 3 ,..., 
whence 
since a, > 0 in R. If C is the constant appearing in Friedrich’s inequality 
(2.5) we obtain, multiplying the last expression by 1 + C, 
An application of Friedrich’s inequality (2.5) to the first term on the left 
gives 
which, by (2.10), 
< 2 F [E&J -K] \ 
<2 +u-K+ 1) 
by (2.1 l), and this completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
409/92/2-19 
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Because H,#2) is compactly embedded in P’(O), it follows that there is a 
subsequence of ((p,},“=, which converges in Y”(LI). Denoting this subse- 
quence also by (rp,},“=, to avoid unsightly subscripts, we have a (unique) 
u E LP2(a) such that CJI,,, + u as m -+ co in P*(O). There remain but two 
tasks before we can conclude that u is a generalised solution of (1. 1 ), ( 1.2). 
First, we have to show u E HA(O), and second, that u satisfies (1.11). Both 
these results follow from a further property of the sequence (4, },“= , , which 
we now give. 
LEMMA 2.3. If { IJI,,,},“= , is a bounded sequence in HA(Q), then 
=%4n 3 WA - j w,(x>f(x, h,Ax)) dx -+ 0 as m-+oc). (2.12) 
m 
ProojI For any real nonzero number A and positive integer m, 
%b + h’,) = D($, + h%,) - j Ftx9 #dx) + k,(x)) dx. 
R 
Expanding and rearranging the right-hand side, we obtain 
Win + b,) = W,) + 2Whnv WA + ~2Dk,,) - j W, h,,(x)) dx R 
- J (F(x, h,(x) + h,(x)) - WG h,(x))) dx R 
= %4,,) +2W4n9 v,,,) +~*D(w,,,) 
Now 
- I (%G ht(x) +GAX)) -m hn(x))) dx. R 
1.i ; R 1 w,(x)llf(x, h,(x) + ~w,(x))l dx df 
< IJ : 1 I w,n(xM f(x, O)l + k I An(x) 
+ ~w,(x)l) h dt by (2.9) 
G I, I J-(x, ON ~rn(x)l cfx + k I, I vm(~)Il h,(xI dx 
G 11-0 * 1 O)ll2 II vmll2 + k II ~mll2 114,112 
+ ~kI4llyl,,,II: <00. 
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(Note that f( . , 0) EL*(Q) because fE C(fi x R).) The Fubini theorem 
yields 
2A ’ 
II v,Wf(x~ b,(x) + h,(x)) dx dt 0 n 
= 
I 
(Jlx, $,(x) + h,(x)> - w9 v,(x))) dx* * 
Substituting into the equation obtained for E(p, + Aty,,,) yields 
I 
- 22 
I( v,,,W-(xv An(x) + h,(x)) dx dt 
= 21 ~~;~rn: w,) - j- w,(x>f(xv $,(x)) dx 1 + ~*kv (2.13) 
n 
where 
&?I = D(wmn) - ; I,’ I, W,(X>Lm An(x) + h,(x)) 
-J-(x, hn(~))l dx df. 
Using the uniform Lipschitz continuity (H.l) off, we find 
IRml <D(w,,,) +$-‘I, I vm(x)IIf(x, rp,(x) 
+ h,,,(x)) -.0x, R,Ax)I h dr 
< Ww,,,) + 6,’ j- I WAXI k Ih,n(xI h df 0 R 
= D(ll/nJ + k II wmll:. 
Since D is bounded as a quadratic form on HA(Q), and the sequence 
( I+Y, },“= , is bounded in H:(O), whence also in P’(a), we conclude R, is 
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bounded independently of m and I.. From (2.13) and the observation 
E(@, + ,@,,,) >,u, we obtain 
2a 
I 
D(h W,) - j Wm(x)f(X, h(X)) dX 1 f l?R, & -E&J. (2.14) 
R 
The result now follows from the arbitrariness of 1 and the fact that 
E(#,)+,u as m+ co. Q.E.D. 
From the proof of Lemma 2.3, we immediately deduce 
COROLLARY. Here, (4, } ,“=, is Cauchy in H,#2), in parficufar $, + u as 
m + co in HA(R), so 24 E iY#2). 
Pro@ By Lemma 2.2, the sequence 14, - $j},“=, is bounded in HA(R) 
for each j = 1, 2, 3 ,.... Applying (2.14), with w,,, replaced by 4, - vi, gives 
where the R,,,j are uniformly bounded in m and j. Consequently, since 
,u - E(#,) + 0 as m + co uniformly in j, and since A is arbitrary, we 
conclude that 
uniformly in j as m + co. Similarly, interchanging the roles of m and j, there 
foilows: 
uniformly in m as j-t co. Addition of the two results yields 
D(4, - #ji> - j (b,(X) - #j(X))(f(Xv $,,kf)> -fb #j(X))) do -+ 0 R 
as m, j+ co. Condition (H.l) shows, however, that 
I! 
(#m(X) - #ji(X)>(f(X, #m(X)) -f(Xy @j(X))) dx 
cl 
as m, j -+ co, whence D(#, - #j) -I 0 as m, j + co. 
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Finally, from the uniform ellipticity (1.6) of L, we conclude 
lli,~~jll~~4$D(P~~~j)+l19~~~jll~~ 
and this establishes the result. Q.E.D. 
The continuity of E as a functional on HA(O) now shows that E(u) = p, so 
p is indeed a global minimum for E. There remains only to establish that u 
satisfies (1.1 l), and most of the work for this has been done already. 
COROLLARY. If 4 E Cr(fi)v Cy,j=l (a,aiu, @laxi) + (aOuV P> = 
(f c.9 u), 4). 
ProoJ Putting w,,, = Q for each m in (2.12) yields 
D((P,, rp> - ju 4(x).&, h&>) dx + 0 as fn + ~0. (2.15) 
From the estimate 
1 I, 9(x).m O,(x)) h - I, ~(xMx3 u(x)) dx 1 
G I I m>Lm O,(x)) -.m @))I dx R 
G k I I O(x>ll4&) - @>I dx by W.1) R 
~Wll:IIhn-4l: 
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and from the continuity 
bilinear form on HA(R), we conclude that 
I, 4(xu-(x, O,(x)> dx + I,, 4(xkf(x- 4x>> dx 
and %L9 4) + D(u, d) as m + co, whence from (2.15), 
W, 9) - j $(x)./-(x, u(x)) dx = 0. 
R 
Expanding the notation yields (1.11) as required. 
of D as a 
Q.E.D. 
This completes the proof of existence of a generalised solution of (1. l), 
(1.2). In the next section, we shall give sufficient conditions for any 
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generalised solution of (1. l), (1.2) to be a classical solution. These 
conditions on the function f will be quite severe, but in the final section. we 
shall establish the existence of a classical solution of (1.1). ( 1.2). and in so 
doing, shall find that the harsh restrictions can be substantially relaxed. 
3. EXTENSION TO CLASSICAL SOLUTIONS 
Throughout this section we suppose that (H.l) and (H.3) are satisfied. We 
shall show, under one further hypothesis, to be introduced below, that any 
generalised solution of (1. 1 )? (1.2) is also a classical solution. Note, however. 
that we no longer assert the existence of a generalised solution. 
We shall begin by stating known results concerning the linear Dirichlet 
problem. These results will not be proved, but references will be given to 
where proofs may be found. 
RESULT 3.1. Suppose u is a generalised solution of the linear boundary- 
value problem 
Lu = g(x) for .Y E Q. 
u=o on JR, 
(3.1) 
where, for some q > n, g E Y’*(Q). Then u E C”@), where 0 < ,8 < 1 and /I 
depends on q, L, and ]] u]], . This result is a special case of Ladyzhenskaya 
and Ural’tseva [4, Theorem 14.1, pp. 201-21. 
RESULT 3.2. If u is a generalised solution of (3.1), and if g E Y’(Q), 
then u E H’(a). See Friedman [2, Theorem 17.2, p. 671. 
RESULT 3.3. If g E Co(a) and u E H*(R) is a generalised solution of 
(3.1), then u E Cz’Q(0). Note a is given in (1.4) and (H.3). See 
Ladyzhenskaya and Ural’tseva [4, Theorem 12.1, p. 1951. 
Our approach in the following paragraphs relies on the observation that if u 
is a solution (either generalised or classical) of the nonlinear problem (1.1). 
(1.2), then u is simultaneously a solution (in the respective sense) of the 
linear problem (3.1), where g is defined by 
g(x) =fk u(x)> for xER. 
Suppose, for the remainder of this section, that u is a generalised solution of 
(l.l), (1.2), whence also a solution of (3.1). In order to prove u is a classical 
solution, we shall apply Results 3.1 and 3.2. These pave the way for 
Result 3.3 and the desired conclusion. Thus, it is necessary to establish that 
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gE P*(l2) and gE Yq”(12) for some q E n. The first part is easy. The 
measurability of g follows from the measurability of u and continuity ofJ 
That g is square-integrable on R is a consequence of the estimate 
I &)I = I f(x. @))I G I f(x, WI+ k I +)I by (2.9) 
and the fact thatf( . , 0), u E P*(Q). The second part, however namely, that 
g E rPq’2(Q) for some q > n is not true in general (unless n = 1,2, or 3) 
without some additional requirement of the function J If we knew u were 
bounded, then the continuity off would show that g is bounded, whence 
g E rPq’2(f2) trivially. We shall therefore introduce: 
(H.5) f is bounded on fix IR 
and use the remark concerning the boundedness of u to remove this 
restriction later, by determining an a priori bound for classical solutions of 
(l.l), (1.2). It is clear that (H. 5) implies g E Pq’*(R). Results 3.1 and 3.2 
now show us that 
u E H*(n) n P(i7) forsome O<pc 1. 
In particular, u E Y’,(Q), since R is bounded. Finally, we wish to apply 
Result 3.3. All the hypotheses concerning u in this result are satisfied. 
Furthermore, since u E @(fin), it follows trivially from (H.l), (H.3), and the 
boundedness of R, that g E C’(fi), where y = min(a, p). Since y < a, the 
boundedness of R shows that the Holder continuity of the coefficient 
functions and their tirst derivatives of L are all elements of Cy(fi). Hence, all 
the conditions of Results 3.3 are satisfied with y replacing a, and we 
conclude u E C*+ ‘(fin). Therefore u E C’(D) n C(a). 
Integration by parts of (1.11) shows, for all 4 E C?(a), 
(Lu -f( * , u), P) = 0. 
Since C?(n) is dense in Y’(0) and Lu -f( . , U) is continuous, we 
conclude (1. I) is satisfied pointwise. That u satisfies boundary conditions 
(1.2) is an immediate consequence of the result given by Friedman [2, 
Lemma 13.2, ppp. 39-401. 
RESULT 3.4. If XJ is of class C’ and u E C(a) n HA(R), then u = 0 on 
an. 
We have therefore proved 
THEOREM 2. If (H.l), (H.3), and (H.5) are satisfied, then any 
generalised solution of (1. 1 ), (1.2) is a classical solution. 
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As previously remarked, in establishing the existence of a classical 
solution of (l.l), (1.2), we shall be able to dispense with (H.5) if we can find 
an a priori bound for such solutions. That such a bound does exist is the 
content of the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose (H.2) holds. Then any classical solution of (1. l), 
(1.2) is bounded bJ7 a constant depending only on 11, L, and Q, but not 
explicitly on j 
Note that no conclusion is drawn concerning the existence of such a 
solution. 
Proof. Suppose u E C2(Q) f7 C(d) satisfies (l.l), (1.2) and consider the 
function v: S2 -+ R defined through 
u(x) = (a - e-4x1) v(x) for x = (xi, x2 ,..., xn) E 0, 
where a, /I are constants to be determined such that 
a - e-Bxl z 0 for all x E R. (3.2) 
From Lu =f(x, u) we obtain, substituting for u in the left-hand side, using 
product rule and simplifying, 
f(x, u) = (a - e-4xl) Lv - 2pe-D”1 i ai, $ + P’a,, emDX1v 
i=l * I 
n au,, -/je-BXlv ‘T -. 
in, aXi 
It follows that at stationary points of v in Q (assuming (3.2) holds), 
L” = f(x9 u) 
1 
PeBX’ ~- 
U a - e-4xl c Pa,, - $, +) 1 v- (3.3) I 
Now the uniform ellipticity (1.6) of L and boundedness of the functions aa,,/ 
axi for i = 1, 2,..., n (which follows from (1.4)) ensures that there exists p > 0 
(sufftciently large) for which 
everywhere in a, 
(since a,,(x) > 8 > 0 for all x E Q). Having chosen /3, fix a so that, for all 
xEi2, a > eCBxl + 1, which is possible because R is bounded. Note that this 
ensures that (3.2) holds. 
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It now follows that for all x E ~2, 
for some real number 6 > 0. Finally, choose 44’ > V so large that @P) < 6. 
We shall now prove that M’ is an upper bound for 1 U( in R. Note that M’ 
depends only on q, L, and R. 
Suppose, to the contrary, that u attains a maximum greater than ML at 
some point x’ E R. At this point, (3.3) shows 
,< f(x, u) 6 u 
I 
-- 
U I . 
But a - eDxl > 1 at x’ implies u = (a -e-O”‘) u > u > M at x’, so the 
monotonicity of q ensures that 
f(x, u)Iu s v(u) s VW’) < 6 at x’. 
Therefore, at the point of maximum, Lv < 0, that is, 
- +a ,,atl 
iz, axi alJaxj <-aouso ( 1 
at x’. 
Expanding the left-hand side using the product rule for differentiation oting 
that all the first-order derivatives of u must vanish at x’, there follows: 
i qjalu 
i,j= 1 
awuiaxj >O at x=x’* 
(3.4) 
Now the n x n matrix whose ijth entry is a,(~‘) is positive definite, by (1.6), 
and symmetric, by (1.5), so has n mutually perpendicular unit eigenvectors 
c’, c*,..., C” corresponding to the (not necessarily distinct) positive eigen- 
values A’, L2,..., A”. We make the orthogonal transformation of coordinates 
yi = f Ci(Xk - X:)3 i = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
k=l 
where subscripts denote components, and x’ = (xt , xi,..., x:). Thus, the 
function u*(y) = u(x) has a maximum at y = 0, and simple application of 
the chain rule shows 
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It follows from (3.4) that (a’v*/&~i) > 0 for some 1 < k ,< n, and this gives 
the desired contradiction. Hence. U(X) < M’ for all x E 8. 
Similarly, it follows that u(x) > --Ml for x E R. whence 
for all x E 0, where it4 depends on q, L, and 52. Q.E.D. 
4. EXISTENCE OF CLASSICAL SOLUTIONS 
We are now in a position to give the classical existence result, which 
appears as the second half of Theorem 1. Suppose, therefore, that f satisfies 
(H.l’), (H.2), and (H.3). By Lemma.3.1, there is a constant M depending 
only on 9, L, and R which bounds any classical solution of (1. 1 ), (1.2). Let 
1/1 be an infinitely differentiable, real-valued function of a real variable 
satisfying 
v(z)= 1 for lzl<M, y(z)=0 for IzI>M+ 1, 
0 < v(z) < 1 for all z E R. 
Now set f*(x, u) = ~,~(u)f(x, U) f or x E J2, u E R. We shall show that f * 
satisfies (H. 1 )-(H.5): 
(i) f * satisfies (H. 1). 
Firstly, if -M - 1 < U, u < M + 1 and x E R, then 
If*(x, u) -f*b u)l 
< Ifk ull ‘Y(u) - w(ul + ‘Y(Ulf(X~ u) -fh u)l 
< (If@, u)ll v/‘(w)1 + kP + l))lu - ~1 
from (H.l’) with c = M + 1, where w lies between u and U. But 
fi x [-M - 1, M + I] is compact, so f is bounded on this set, by K’, say. 
Also, since w E CF(lR), w’ is bounded on R, by K’, say. 
Thus for all xEG and U, UE [-M- 1, M+ 11, 
If*(x,u)--f*(x,u)I<(KK’+k(M+ I))/#-01. 
Second, if 1~1, /u(>M+l and xER, then If*(x,~)-f*(x,u)l=O. 
Finally, if ]u] GM+ 1 < ]u(, then 
If*@, u) -f*(x, VII= If@, u)llv@) - v(u)1 ,<KK’ Iu - ul. 
Hence, f * satisfies (H. 1) with Lipschitz constant KK’ + k(M + 1). 
(ii) Here, f * satisfies (H.2). 
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This is trivial. Note that the same function v applies as forf. Thus, there is 
a generalised solution of the problem 
Lu =f*(x, u) for x E G 
u=o on 6X!, 
(4.1) 
by the first half of Theorem 1, which was proved in Section 2. 
(iii) Here, f * satisfies (H.3). 
Again, this result is trivial since ] v(z)/ < 1 for all z E R and since f 
satisfies (H.3). 
(iv) Here, f * satisfies (H.5). 
Since f * vanishes on Q x ((--co, --M- l] U [M + 1, co)), it suffices to 
prove f * is bounded on R x [-M - 1, M + 11. 
This follows from f * E C(fi x [-M - 1, M + I]) and the compactness of 
fix [-AC- 1, M+ 11. 
Thus, by Theorem 2, the generalised solution of (4.1) is indeed a classical 
solution. By our choice of M, this solution u is bounded by M, that is, 
) u(x)] < M for all x E 0. But 1 u(x)] < M, implies f *(x, u(x)) = f (x, u(x)). 
whence u is a classical solution of (l.l), (1.2) as required. 
Finally, suppose that (H.4) holds in addition to (H.l’), (H.2), and (H.3) 
(for u > 0 only is required) and define 
f-(x, u) = f (x7 u), for u > 0, 
= f (xv O), for u < 0. 
It is a simple task to prove that f- satisfies (H.l’), (H.2), and (H.3), so 
there is a classical solution of 
Lu =f -(x, 24) for x E R, 
u=o on XI. 
If, however, u attains a nonpositive minimum in R, then at this point, 
Lu > 0 (since f-(x, z) > 0 for x E Q and z < 0), and the analysis leading to 
the contradiction in Lemma 3.1 shows this to be impossible. Hence ZJ is 
positive in R. But f and f- coincide on I2 x R +, whence u is a positive 
solution of (l.l), (1.2). The corresponding result for f (x, 0) < 0 for x E 0 
follows from the positive case by replacing f (x, U) by -f (x, -u). Thus, the 
proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
As a final remark, it is worth noting that similar existence results can be 
obtained in the same way for nonhomogeneous boundary conditions, that is, 
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where g E C’(X?). Indeed, g may be extended to a continuously differen- 
tiable function in fi, in which case it becomes an element of HA(R). Then E 
is considered as a functional on the coset of g in H#2), i.e., 
H,= (g+$:qbEH#)}. 
The fact that this set is not a linear space is of no consequence. 
Ladyzhenskaya and Ural’tseva [4] and Friedman [2] provide the appropriate 
generalisations of Results 3.1-3.4. The only further point worthy of mention 
is the following inequality for elements of H,, which is analogous to 
Friedrich’s inequality for elements of H#2), which was much used in 
Section 2: 
If u E H,, then u -g E HA(R) so Friedrich’s inequality gives 
J R cu - g)* dx G c 5 j (aiu - ai g)* dx i=l 0 
< 2C + j (&u)* + (ai g)* dx. 
e, R 
Applying the inequality (a - b)* - $(a’ - 26*) = +(a’ - 4ab + 46*) = 
f(a - 2b)* > 0 for a, b E IR to the integrand on the left-hand side gives 
1 u*dx<2 . (Q)’ + (cTi g)’ d.u R 1 0 
g* dx + 4C $ I‘ 
i=l R 
<c,+c, 5 j (ai@ dx, 
i=* Q 
where C, and C, depend only on f2 and g, not on u. Note, however, that the 
final assertions regarding the positivity (or negativity) of solutions no longer 
holds unless g is positive (negative) on aR. 
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